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The vast majority of water company customers
have no choice about who supplies them with
water and sewerage services. This is one of the
reasons why CCGs have been created by Ofwat,
the water regulator; to ensure a stronger voice for
customers in the five yearly price setting process.

Over the last two years, the Southern Water CCG
has worked with Southern Water, providing
independent advice and challenge. We have been
helping the company to make the most of talking
with their customers and stakeholders and to
understand what it means for a business to be
truly focused on its customers. Where necessary,
we have been a critical friend, pointing out where
things could or should have been better.

The challenge role

In order to be successful in this role, some
important criteria had to be met. Members,
including myself, had to be independent. We
needed to have the right skills and expertise to
be able to challenge the company, while also
establishing a constructive working relationship
so they trusted and listened to us.

These requirements meant that the way we set
ourselves up and the way we worked were
important. The CCG advice needed to be heard at
the highest level, so I had direct access to the
board. We needed to ensure we all knew the rules
of engagement, so we established the principle of
“no surprises”. Finally, we needed to be clear about
how we would assess how acceptable the final
business plan is to customers and stakeholders, so
we established a set of principles, known as our
Acceptability Criteria.

We welcome the way that Southern Water has
engaged with us, embracing our advice and
responding to our challenge. We can say with
confidence that Southern Water's engagement
with its customers and stakeholders around the
business plan has been very good and that the
final Southern Water business plan is acceptable
to its customers and stakeholders. That was not
where we started.

As you will see in this report, we have been
critical and challenging where we needed to be.
The positive and constructive working relationship
with the company, from the highest level down,
means we have been able to help Southern Water
on its journey to becoming a company with the
customer truly at its heart.

This journey is not yet complete. What started
with the business plan now needs to be
embedded throughout Southern Water.
The company will need to continue to engage
with customers and stakeholders as it prepares
for delivery of the business plan. It will also need
to establish a programme of culture change that
will revolutionise the business in the interest of
customers and stakeholders. We look forward
to working with them.

Anna Bradley

Independent Chair

Southern Water Customer Challenge Group

Welcome to the Customer Challenge Group (CCG) report
on Southern Water’s plans for 2015-20.

Foreword



Southern Water has always embraced this project,
not just as a way to achieve a good outcome for
the business plan for 2015-20, but as a way to
re-orient the company and ensure it is truly
focused on its customers and stakeholders.
They made it clear from the very beginning that
they wanted us to be involved in helping them
with the 25-year strategy within which the five
year business plan would sit, and they also wanted
advice on key aspects of the day job. They readily
accepted our advice and challenge.

The business plan and our report represents the
first significant step in a change process that
requires the company first to catch up with others
in the industry and then, in line with their own
aspirations, lead the way forward.

In response to the task set by Ofwat that we
should:

• challenge the quality of the customer
engagement process, and

• challenge howwell the company’s
proposed outcomes and outcome
delivery incentives reflect its customer
engagement, and customers’ views and
priorities.

We can advise Ofwat that the quality of the
customer and stakeholder engagement has been
good and that the proposed outcomes reflect
Southern Water’s customers’ and stakeholders’
views and priorities.

Southern Water has embraced the spirit of
customer engagement and what Ofwat wanted for
the 2015-20 business plan. We think our work to
date has been a success, helping the company to
put customers and stakeholders firmly at the heart
of what they do and the way they do it. But this
has only been possible because the company
welcomed our role, taking it seriously from the
beginning and tackling the challenge and advice
that we have given.

We have tested how acceptable the overall plan is
to customers and stakeholders with our
Acceptability Criteria (see section 2). As far as

possible we have matched these to Ofwat’s own
risk-based tests – Outcomes, Costs, Risks &
Rewards, and, Affordability & Financeability. We will
discuss these in more detail later in the report.

In our summary of conclusions we would highlight
the following key themes of the Southern Water
business plan to Ofwat:

1. Appropriateness. The longer-term strategy
and business plan is an appropriate response
to customers’ and stakeholders’ views (see
acceptability criteria 1-3).

2. Legal outcomes. The CCG is content that the
plan meets Southern Water’s statutory
obligations (see acceptability criteria 7) and in a
way which is acceptable to customers.
However, we would draw readers attention to
Annex 4 which contains the reports from the
respective regulators.

3. Innovative and sustainable. We have
concluded that the proposals in the business
plan are both innovative and sustainable and
will move Southern Water into a much stronger
position to deliver on the 25-year strategy.

4. Cost effective and phased. We challenged
hard on the pace and scale of delivery as well
as on the efficiency targets within the plan to
ensure that the views of all customer and
stakeholders on bills had been addressed.

5. Different customers have been considered.
The CCG has been particularly focused on
wastewater only customers, business
customers and vulnerable customers and we
are content that their interests have been
considered within the plan.

6. The final plan is acceptable to customers
Whilst we have challenged on many aspects of
the plan, we are now content that the final plan
is acceptable to customers.

Overall, we welcome the more strategic approach
adopted by the company but we are also quite
clear that we do not think the job is complete.
Delivery will be key to success.

Executive Summary
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To achieve this end two important elements are
still required. These are:

1. Implementation and delivery. Although it
may seem obvious, time and focus must be
given to planning in order to ensure the
successful delivery of what is in the business
plan for 2015-20. The necessary culture and
other changes within the business are not yet
complete and there will be a need for
consistent management and non-executive
focus to deliver the plan.

2. Planning beyond 2020. Renewed challenge
will be key in preparing for the next step
change in this journey. Going forward, the
company must demonstrate it has what it
takes to get out in front and show what it is to
meet its ambition to be a leading water
company in the 21st Century. What was truly
acceptable to customers was the 25-year
strategy. This business plan is only the first five
years of that strategy. Customers and
stakeholders have agreed that this five-year
plan includes enough to represent a good first
step, but they expect the journey to be
completed.

Southern Water’s approach and commitment to
customer and stakeholder engagement is
welcomed by us and we will continue to
encourage all at Southern Water, from the board
down, to embrace and embed a new customer-
centric culture as the business planning process
draws to a close and the delivery of the business
plan becomes a reality.
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Report structure

We have structured this report into three main
sections:

Section 1 describes our interpretation of the
Ofwat guidance and how we set up governance
arrangements for the CCG, ensuring our
independence whilst balancing the need for a
constructive working relationship with the
company based on “no surprises”.

Section 2 is all about our main findings. In this
section the focus is around our Acceptability
Criteria and also the company’s Self-Assessment
Report.

Section 3 is our final conclusions and future
challenges for Southern Water which summarises
the full report and responds to the task set by
Ofwat.

Acceptability Criteria – you will read a lot
about the Acceptability Criteria throughout
this report. The Acceptability Criteria were
designed and agreed by the CCG and
Southern Water as a way to answer the
question ‘is the business plan acceptable to
customers and stakeholders?’ The
background information on the criteria is
found in section 1, our thoughts on the
criteria forms the main basis for our findings
in section 2 and the company’s
own assessment of the business plan against
the Acceptability Criteria can be found in
Annex 1.

Self-Assessment – this is another report we
commissioned from Southern Water. It is an
assessment of its engagement with
customers and stakeholders against its own
strategic model for engagement. The
background to the Self-Assessment is in
section 1, it is referenced again in section 2
and the company’s own assessment report
can be found in Annex 2.

The Golden Thread – finally the golden
thread, like the Acceptability Criteria and the
Self-Assessment is something which you will
also read a lot about throughout this report.
By this we mean the link from the customer
and stakeholder research and all seven
waves of engagement activity, through to
every aspect of the business plan, to the six
final customer priorities identified. Following
this golden thread provides the necessary
evidence to assure us that the six priority
outcomes are what customers and
stakeholders want and support.
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1.1 Our role and remit
Interpreting the Ofwat guidance –
the principles of the CCG

The Southern Water CCG was established in
response to a requirement by Ofwat as set out in
its August 2011 policy statement, Involving
customers in price setting: Ofwat’s customer
engagement policy statement1. The CCG was
established “to ensure that the company’s
business plan reflects a sound understanding and
reasonable balance of customers’ views” and will
“play an important part in considering evidence of
a company’s direct customer engagement,
discussing and challenging how the company has
responded in its business plan. The group will
advise [Ofwat] on how well this has been done”.

Ofwat emphasised the independence of the CCG
and a need for an open, constructive relationship
with the company. However, CCGs had no pre-
ordained roadmap and we welcomed this
approach. We welcomed the opportunity to
establish a group in a way which we thought most
appropriate which could work constructively with
the company while remaining independent.

The full remit and founding principles of the
CCG are detailed in our Terms of Reference at
Appendix 1. The agreement reached between
the CCG and the company to achieve a shared
vision and purpose of putting the customer at the
heart of the decision-making process can be found
in the Memorandum of Understanding at
Appendix 2.

As background information we have also included
in the appendices information on key milestones
on the journey (see Appendix 3). Finally, we have
included copies of documents we have previously
published. These are our response to the Ofwat
Methodology Consultation (Appendix 4), our
response to the WRMP Consultation (Appendix 5)
and our Interim Statement which we published to
coincide with the public consultation of the
business plan (Appendix 6).

1.2 Approach to the task
The Southern Water board chose to recruit an
independent Chair for the CCG through public
advertisement. Southern Water were the first
company to do this, breaking with the assumption
of some that the Consumer Council for Water
Regional Chairs would chair the groups.

The Chair appointment was led by Non-Executive
Directors, with the CEO, establishing a strong and
immediate relationship with the board. This
relationship continued throughout, with the Chair
of the CCG attending board meetings periodically
and whenever she asked or was asked to do so.
This enabled the CCG to speak directly to the
board and shareholders, in addition to working
with the senior management. There were also
regular meetings with the Independent Non-
Executive most directly engaged with the CCG
work – Cheryl Black; and regular meetings with the
Matthew Wright the Chief Executive Officer, as well
as routine catch ups with relevant Directors. The
CEO accompanied by the relevant director was in
attendance at every CCG meeting to give account
of the work, update the CCG on the company’s
position and listen to the CCGs advice.

Prior to appointment, the Chair agreed an outline
of the approach she wanted to take to the job,
which included a challenging set of requirements
for making the role work and establishing real
independence. These included having a dedicated
support function (they provided the CCG with a
full time senior manager and part time secretary
to work within the business) and agreeing an
advice note process (see Annex 3) for registering
major pieces of advice and the company's
subsequent response.

The CCG was set up to be more like a board or
advisory committee, as opposed to a
representative forum or a mechanism for
consultation. It was always clear that the vision
and purpose of the CCG was to challenge the
company on customer and stakeholder

Interpretation
& Governance

1 http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/future/monopolies/fpl/customer/pap_pos20110811custengage.pdf
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engagement, not to be the voice of customers
and stakeholders. It therefore needed to be small
to support good decision making and consensus
building. From the very beginning of the CCG's life,
the company took advantage of the opportunity
created by Ofwat and decided to use the CCG not
just to deliver a better business plan for 2015-20,
but to help change the way the company does
business in the longer term.

There was clearly a journey to travel, given the
difficulty there had been with the 2010-15 business
plan and the poor performance of the company in
some key areas, not least in relation to customer
service. The company, therefore, requested that
we work, not just on the business plan for 2015-20,
but also on the company’s longer-term 25-year
strategy as well as some other key areas of work
such as on the development of a social tariff and
the WRMP consultation. This was important for us
as it allowed us to take a view about the extent to
which there was a company-wide approach to
customer and stakeholder research and
engagement.

1.3 The Acceptability Criteria
It was essential from the outset that the company
and the CCG had a shared understanding of what
we were working towards and how the company
could prove that its plan would be acceptable to
customers. We therefore decided to jointly adopt
the Acceptability Criteria which we have used to
assess the business plan. The full company report
can be found at Annex 1 which includes the details
of the acceptability criteria including the principles
behind each and the measurements agreed for
assessment. The nine criteria are based on eight
consumer rights agreed internationally and used
globally2. They were first set out in a speech by US
President John F Kennedy in an address to the
US Congress on 15 March 1962 when he used the
opportunity to advance the cause of consumer
rights.

“Consumers by definition, include us all.
They are the largest economic group,
affecting and affected by almost every
public and private economic decision.
Yet they are the only important group…
whose views are often not heard.”

President John F Kennedy, 15 March, 1962

Overtime, the United Nations has developed a set
of guidelines for consumer rights. We think our
nine criteria embrace the principles and vision of
the international consumer rights movement but
are adapted to better fit with a service which is
essential and where this is little or no choice for
customers.

2 For more information visit http://www.consumersinternational.org/who-we-are/consumer-rights
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1.4 The Self-Assessment
Report

In the early stages of the business plan project, the
CCG challenged the company to develop a more
strategic approach to engagement with customers
and stakeholders. As a result of this challenge,
Southern Water developed a customer and
stakeholder engagement model, known as the
Engagement Wheel, which consisted of five stages.

The final stage of the wheel is to report on the
outcomes of engagement, the intention being that
the company can promote the influence that
engagement has delivered in creating a virtuous
circle which will improve the quantity and quality
of pro-active two-way dialogue with customers. In
welcoming the Engagement Wheel and its
benefits for customers and stakeholders, the CCG
invited the company to self-assess how well it had
engaged on different aspects of the business plan.

The completed Self-Assessment Report, with
further background information on the
Engagement Wheel, can be found at Annex 2.

1.5 To advise and challenge –
the advice note process

To advise and challenge the company on its
engagement with customers and stakeholders
was very much seen as the primary purpose of
the CCG and a central feature of how we would
develop this report. The CCG has never claimed to
be a representative body. We have acted as an
advisory body, working with the company on its
engagement work but ensuring that ownership of
the engagement activity and strategy remained
firmly with Southern Water. The main focus of the
CCG was therefore to advise and challenge the
company as it interpreted customers’ and
stakeholders’ views and as it sought to
demonstrate how these views were then reflected
in its longer-term strategy and business plan.

A key component of the CCG’s ability to fulfil its
functions of both advising and challenging the
company was in its confidence that its feedback
was being received and acted upon. This was
particularly important given Ofwat’s view that it
was for company boards to take account of what
CCGs were saying and how well this was

being reflected in final business plans. The CCG
was keen to highlight areas of particular
importance which should be directly addressed,
but it was also equally keen to ensure that any
advice given, was heard in the right places within
the business.

As a result, and at an early stage, the CCG and the
company agreed to a process whereby the CCG
could record significant and high-level advice
which required a particular action from the
company in advice notes. Such advice was usually
sent to the board and was in addition to lower
level advice and challenge that was discussed with
company executives and recorded in the minutes
of meetings. As part of this process the CCG
established a set of criteria to determine when
there was a need for an advice note.

The four criteria agreed, to be applied before
issuing an advice note, were as follows:

In total, the group sent five advice notes to the
company.

The issues addressed in the advice notes have
been:

1. Company engagement plan for the
business plan

2. Proposed enhancements and customer
and stakeholder engagement for theWater
ResourcesManagement Plan (WRMP)

3. Amore customer-centric approach to the
wholesale plan

4. Setting the context and evidence for the
acceptability testing

5. The wider stakeholder engagement
strategy

The advice note process became an important
part of the dialogue between the CCG and the
company. The company took the process

1. Importance
How important is the issue
being discussed?

2.
Audience

Who is it for? Executive
Management Team/board or
both?

3. Risk What is the risk to the CCG?

4. Impact
What level of impact will this
have on the company?
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extremely seriously and was respectful of
providing responses which addressed head-on the
issues which the CCG had raised. The CCG made it
clear to the company that they always had the
discretion to disagree or reject any advice.
However, in such circumstances, the CCG were
quite clear that the response should be clear
about why the company would not accept the
advice.

All advice notes and subsequent company
responses are available in Annex 3. Full details of
all minutes are available on our website.

1.6 The members
To establish a firm foundation for the
independence of the CCG, all members, including
the Chair, were identified through an open
recruitment process.

In the case of the Chair, Southern Water used
national advertising, conducting a high level
executive search which carried out extensive
engagement with leading stakeholders to consider
the qualities and skills necessary for this important
role. However, there was a desire that the Chair
should be independent of all interests in the
company’s stakeholder base and this is reflected in
the final appointment.

In the case of the ordinary members, an
appointments committee, including the Chair and
a Director of the company led the recruitment,
process, appointing nine members, split between
statutory and non-statutory members.

The statutory members are independent of the
company by virtue of their role as nominees of the
environmental quality and consumer regulators.
Non-statutory members are independent of
Southern Water but with an interest in the region
and Southern Water’s customer base. Normal
conflict of interest procedures and records were
applied.

The membership established to include a wide
range of skills and experience to ensure that the
CCG had the knowledge and confidence to
challenge the company and ensure the best
outcome for customers and stakeholders.

Anna Bradley – Independent Chair

Anna has a background in
consumer affairs having worked
previously as Chief Executive of
the National Consumer Council
and as a Divisional Director at
the Financial Services Authority
responsible for Consumer
Affairs. Prior to this she worked
at Which? As well as chairing

the Southern Water CCG she is also Chair of
Healthwatch England and a member of the Care
Quality Commission.

Elinor Cordiner – DrinkingWater Inspectorate

Elinor is a Principal Inspector
with the Drinking Water
Inspectorate (DWI) with
responsibilities for drinking
water safety planning and risk
assessments, the periodic review
process, and regulatory
programmes of work.

Rupert Clubb – East Sussex County Council

Rupert is Director of Economy,
Transport and Environment at
East Sussex County Council. His
portfolio is wide ranging
encompassing waste, planning,
transport, economic
development, countryside
management and trading
standards. A chartered civil

engineer by profession, he has been involved with
a number of major projects, both in his previous
role as a senior manager with the Environment
Agency, and since joining the County Council in
2007.

Karen Gibbs – Consumer Council ForWater

Karen is Senior Policy Manager
for the London and South East
Region, and leads CCWater’s
Environmental Policy Team.
She has a particular interest in
water resources, metering and
water efficiency.
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Nick Handley – Sussex Enterprise

Nick is the Executive Chairman
of Sussex Enterprise. He is also
a marketing strategist and
business owner who has worked
at the most senior levels in
Marketing and Sales for global
organisations such as Kellogg’s,
McDonalds, Procter & Gamble,
Readers Digest and General

Motors. He owns and runs Marketing Leadership
and is an established member of the Sussex
business community.

Simon Hughes – The Environment Agency

Simon Hughes is the
Environment and Performance
Manager at the EA. His early
career was spent in Fisheries
Management in developing
countries, then with the National
Rivers Authority. He joined the
Environment Agency at its
inception in 1996 and has held

various posts. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufacturers and
Commerce and his qualifications include an
Honours Degree in Fisheries Science.

Sarah Hyde – Citizens Advice Bureau

Sarah is Chief Executive Officer
of Central and South Sussex
Citizens Advice Bureau She
worked across the Sussex region
to bring the various CAB offices
under the one umbrella
organisation which covers
Crawley, Horsham, Mid Sussex,
Shoreham, Lancing and

Worthing. She has particular expertise around
helping vulnerable customers and is a graduate in
law where she specialised in employment law. .

James Seymour – Natural England

James is the Natural England
Area Manager for Kent, East and
West Sussex. He has a degree
in Agriculture and a Masters in
Wildlife Management and
worked previously at the
Farming and Rural Conservation
Agency (FRCA) linking up with
farmers across the counties to

provided integrated conservation and farming
advice. Following the formation of Natural England
he led the Sussex land management team.

Rose O’Neill – WWF

Rose manages WWF’s
Freshwater Programme.
They aim to restore and protect
English rivers by ensuring
implementation of the EU Water
Framework Directive. Rose has
a PhD from Southampton
University in public engagement
and participation in sustainable

behaviours with a focus on recycling, and a
Master’s in Geology from Bristol University.
Previously, Rose was responsible for waste
management policy at a local authority.

Jacob Tompkins –Waterwise

Jacob is Managing Director of
Waterwise, a non-government
charitable organisation that
makes the case for large-scale
water efficiency projects. After
qualifying as a civil engineer
Jacob went on to study
hydrogeology at Imperial
College London. After qualifying,

he was an environmental adviser to the National
Farmers' Union and then as a water resources and
water efficiency specialist at Water UK, the water
industry association.
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2.1 The task
Ofwat's description of the role of the CCG was first
laid out in Involving customers in price setting –
Ofwat’s customer engagement policy statement.3

In later documents they added that the CCG
report should tell Ofwat 'how effective a company's
engagement has been and how it has taken
account of customer's priorities.'4

In relation to the appropriateness and acceptability
of the business plan, they have given more
specific guidance i.e that the report should include
whether:

• the longer-term strategy and business plan is
an appropriate response to customers’ views;

• the plan delivers the required legal outcomes;

• innovative and sustainable approaches for
delivery have been considered;

• a range of cost-effective and phased options
have been considered;

• the plan strikes a reasonable balance
between the views of different customers
and stakeholders and whether there are
outstanding concerns for any segments; and,

• the final plan is acceptable to customers.

We established a set of nine acceptability criteria
to help answer these questions. The final company
report on these is in Annex 1.

From the CCG’s perspective, criteria 1 and 2
provide a response to Ofwat's first task to address
the quality of the customer and stakeholder
engagement. We see criteria 4-9 as addressing
Ofwat's second task in relation to the
appropriateness and acceptability of the final plan,
including the outcome delivery incentives. Criteria
3 is the join between the two, what we refer to as
the golden thread, linking the engagement to the
final business plan priorities.

In the final and more recent methodology
statement, Ofwat identified the review tests which
it would apply to the company business plans.

The four risk-based review tests5 are:

• Outcomes – the company’s key proposed
deliverables for consumers, including current
and future customers and the environment,
and the incentives associated with delivering
them.

• Costs – the costs for both wholesale and
retail businesses, associated with delivering
the company’s proposed outcomes.

• Risk and Reward – how the company’s
proposals balance risk and the rewards for
bearing those risks between consumers,
including current and future customers and
the environment, and the company and it’s
shareholders; and

• Affordability and Financeability – the
impact of the company’s proposals on
customers’ bills and its ability to finance its
functions.

The CCG matched our Acceptability Criteria to the
Ofwat tests. The primary focus of our work has
been in relation to the first test around outcomes
and here we can provide the board and Ofwat
with a substantial view on the extent to which this
test is met. We have little to say about costs,
although we have looked at the overall efficiency
challenge. We have more to contribute in relation
to both the risk and reward, and, affordability and
financeability tests. That we cannot give assurance
across all of Ofwat’s tests feels appropriate, since
the CCG is not here to second-guess the board –
which must give its own assurance to the
regulator. Our role is more limited, but hopefully
helpful to both parties.

In one other specific test, Ofwat indicated that the
environmental and quality regulators should
provide the CCG with assurance that the
company's plan included the necessary work to
meet statutory obligations and that the
environmental and quality regulators’ views on this
question should be published with our report. We
make reference to their thoughts below, with the
full responses of the Environment Agency, Natural
England and the Drinking Water Inspectorate
attached at Annex 4.

Our findings

3 http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/future/monopolies/fpl/customer/pap_pos20110811custengage.pdf
4 Setting price controls for 2015-20 – final methodology for companies’ business plans http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14
pap_pos201307finalapproach.pdf

5 http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14/pap_pos201307finalapproach.pdf, p13pap_pos201307finalapproach.pdf
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2.2 The journey
Our journey working with Southern Water can be
broken down into four main stages.

Stage 1

Much of the early work of the CCG was focused
on advising and challenging the company on the
nature of its customer and stakeholder
engagement and research work. The history of the
company in this area was that they had developed
some excellent models for engagement,
particularly in relation to specific pieces of work
such as the new wastewater treatment works at
Peacehaven and the Universal Metering
Programme (UMP). The initial engagement around
the former was distinctly shaky, but the company
learned some hard lessons. As a result, the
stakeholder engagement improved substantially.
For the UMP an exemplary customer engagement
programme was developed. The new challenge for
the company in the context of the business
planning was to draw on these project
experiences and develop an integrated, company-
wide approach to their future work.

Stage 2

The next phase of our work was about
establishing the golden thread from the customer
and stakeholder research results to the 25-year
strategy and then into the five-year business plan.
We had to be assured that the approach was
joined-up and established in a firm evidence base
on which the company could make sound
decisions and justify its priorities as reflecting the
views of its customers and stakeholders.

Stage 3

Stage three of the work was about testing the
scale and pace of the company’s commitments in
the five year plan, as the first phase of the twenty
five year strategy. Key to this was matching both
the ambition of the company and the priorities
customers and stakeholders had established. We
also began to assess some of the financial aspects
of the plan. In particular, the extent of efficiency,
the use of innovative approaches, the balance
between shareholders’ and customers’ risk and
reward, and the need to keep bills affordable.

In these discussions we often focused on the
company’s vision to be the UK’s leading water
company. We challenged them to determine
exactly what this meant both in the eyes of the
company and for its customers.

Customers and stakeholders had encouraged the
company not to wait until 2015 to begin
implementation, so we challenged the company to
begin delivering on new areas now. For Southern
Water this was particularly important as they
needed to catch up with other companies where
they had fallen behind over many years. We also
encouraged the company to build in plans for the
next stages of the 25-year strategy, so that they
can be sure of delivering on the further stages and
even speed up delivery where possible.

Stage 4

Finally, we asked questions about the work that
sits below the headlines of the business plan
priorities and how the company will address the
maintenance of current services. This included
looking at the statutory obligations and digging
down into the detail of the plan to provide
assurance to the CCG that what might be
described as the ‘business as usual’ elements of
the business plan, delivered the levels of service
that customers and stakeholders clearly expected
to be maintained.
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Our assurance work was done by CCG members.
We took the business plan annexes, peer reviews
and other third party reports and assigned them
to different CCG members based on their own
expertise and skills. Members then reported back
to the CCG as part of the final phase of our
assurance to confirm that the golden thread could
be clearly seen. As a result, the CCG could have
confidence that the customers’ and stakeholders’
views had been taken into account and that the
final business plan met the requirements identified
in the six prioritised outcomes. This included those
priorities which required maintenance of existing
standards of delivery, rather than significant new
developments,

A major part of this work was of course
determining if the Acceptability Criteria had been
met and we will now explore each in turn.

2.3 Assessment against the
Acceptability Criteria

Our focus on ensuring customers and
stakeholders were informed was particularly heavy
in the early stages of our work. But we kept
abreast of developments as this work evolved and,
as late as April 2013, we again challenged the
company on its approach to ensuring customers
were informed.

Who sets the agenda?

At an early stage, the CCG raised the issue of the
company engaging in deliberative research
alongside the more standard survey and focus
groups and Willingness to Pay (WtP) research. We
encouraged the company to adopt a more open
approach, instead of presenting customers and
stakeholders with proposals to discuss. We advised
that the company should start by asking people
what they wanted from Southern Water and then
use this as the starting point for the formulation of
the business plan.

The company acknowledged that this kind of
research had a key role to play in identifying
customer priorities and they re-worked their
engagement plan to show this, as well as adding
additional waves of deliberative research to the
later parts of the programme. We also encouraged
the company to articulate its vision for the future,

to allow customers and stakeholders to help shape
its development.

More deliberative research means providing
customers and stakeholders with the opportunity
to describe things in ways that make sense to
them and will make better sense for others as the
research progresses. Clearly customers in
particular, can find it difficult to talk about water
and sewerage services which tend to be taken for
granted. So the first stage of any deliberative work
should be to create tools to help participants
engage with the discussion. The company
designed scenarios to help in this task.

We did not think the original scenarios devised for
this research were stretching enough. They
seemed stuck in the present, at best described as
‘status-quo plus’, as opposed to what might
become possible in the future. We were keen that
the scenarios should encourage discussion on less
familiar, but technically imaginable solutions. For
example, in one set of scenarios being presented
to customers on the environment, there was far
too much emphasis on water resources with too
little information for customers on wastewater and
water services and other potential new areas such
as grey water use. Our challenge was to help
customers think more laterally about the issues.

We also questioned the prescribed service levels
which did not appear to be sufficiently stretching,
and the comparative costs, which seemed
disproportionate to the level of enhancement
suggested.

Southern Water accepted these challenges and
made changes for future workshops. The
scenarios were then used to encourage
participants to explore wider issues such as the
effect water has on important economic sectors in
the region such as agriculture and food
processing, and the consequences of investing, or
not investing in such sectors.

Understandingwhat is being asked

We were conscious throughout that we needed to
be confident that participants really understood
what they were being asked to do. The “cognitive
testing” (which was designed to test
understanding around the materials used in the
various stages of research) was therefore very
important and was something we explored
particularly in relation to WtP.

We were concerned that sometimes the pace of
the work was so rapid that there was not enough

1. A plan in which customers are informed
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time for us to engage with the materials used and
that our input was therefore received very late in
the day, sometimes even after the research had
begun. The situation was always retrieved, but it
was a point of learning and, as the programme of
work developed, more time was made available for
both us and the company to focus on the set up
of research.

Building the story

We encouraged the company to increase the
number of engagement phases and ensure that
the work from each phase was tested and fed
back into the next phase. For example, in April
2013 the CCG flagged concerns around the
company’s stated preference work (Advice Note
4). Our main concern was the design of the
options and the extent to which they were based
on priorities that had been defined by customers
and stakeholders, rather than research company
priorities. The research company seemed to be
advising the delivery of research that could be
compared across companies, regardless of the
customer and stakeholder priorities. To provide
additional assurance to the CCG, the company
re-assessed and re-presented the content to
customers to give us confidence that customers
were informed and so decisions could be made on
the basis of the research. We were reassured that
the results of the testing were sound. But we think
there is an issue for the entire industry about the
dominance of one supplier for WtP research.

Innovative engagement techniques

We urged the company to use more innovative
methods of engagement; advice which they
accepted. The use of groups such as local youth
councils and the older people’s forums ensured a
broader spectrum of customer groups, including
those often thought of as hardest to reach. We
also encouraged greater use of Twitter and other
social media, something the company are just
starting to adopt with positive impact. The
company have more to learn here but have made
a good start.

Accessibility

To support this wider engagement we suggested
that a reduction in “corporate speak” would help in
broadening the appeal of the engagement
programme and that Southern Water should learn
not just from other water companies, but other
sectors. We pointed out the opportunity this
engagement created to build a constituency of
engaged customers who could become part of
future involvement projects for business as usual
activities.

We challenged the company hard on the
presentation of the draft business plan, to help
ensure the text could be easily understood and
responded to constructively. We encouraged
simpler language and less technical jargon.
We commented on the images used and the
graphic presentation of complex material; as a
result there was a good, clear explanation of the
costs and how they impacted on customers’ bills.
The final public facing document was substantially
different and in the CCGs view, much more reader
friendly. This was confirmed by positive feedback
from workshop participants.

The video accompanying the consultation
document also clearly showed that the customer
was the central focus of company thinking.
Summary versions of the consultation document
and the one page version of the customer
priorities were also welcome developments.

Conclusions

It is the CCG’s view that customers and
stakeholders have been informed participants in
the research and engagement process for the
business plan. During the process we raised a
variety of concerns, but these have been positively
responded to by the company to bring about a
satisfactory conclusion for customers and
stakeholders.

In particular:

1. We asked the company to expand the scope of
the research so that there was less box ticking
and that customers could say things in their
own words

2. We challenged the company to maintain a line
of sight the golden thread, between the phases
of research
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3. We challenged around the cognitive testing

4. We challenged on the way some things were
presented in both the research programme
and in the draft business plan.

Going forward we recommend that the company
uses what it has learnt to help it to communicate
with the wider groups of customers and
stakeholders about the final business plan. We
would strongly advise testing these messages
during 2014. In addition, we would advise that the
company do more focused research on how to
communicate around prices and how best to
communicate about risk sharing between
customers and shareholders.

We also think it important that the company
always affords itself sufficient time to plan and test
its work before beginning. Hopefully the
unrelenting pace of the business planning will now
abate and create space for taking the time
necessary. In future work to identify customer and
stakeholder priorities, we recommend Southern
Water is more radical in the way scenarios are
described, to ensure customers and stakeholders
can continue to drive the company’s development.

More strategic customer and stakeholder
engagement

From the very beginning, the CCG were
concerned about the potential for a narrow
approach to the engagement process. We
emphasised the value of feeding in intelligence
and experience from other engagement activities
including the work done on the UMP, from
Customer Services and work for the Water
Resources Management Plan (WRMP). Advice
Note 1 challenged the company to draw together
all the customer research, engagement and
sources of intelligence to deliver both an
integrated programme and to develop a better all-
round view of what customers were saying to
them.

The company accepted much of the above,
acknowledging the dangers of an engagement
programme divided into silos, and they began the
process of integrating all the strands of the
customer engagement strategy from across the
business. In particular, the response to Advice
Note 1 resulted in streamlining of the engagement
activity.

There were some particular challenges of bringing
together work on the WRMP and the business
plan. This was partly a consequence of different
timetables, but also of different teams within the
company working on the separate elements and
not joining themselves up internally. As a result,
stakeholders were being asked to fit in with the
company’s process in a way that was not
accommodating of their time and resource
constraints.

Advice Note 2 focused on these issues and, in
particular it called for a more co-ordinated
approach, joining up events, simplifying the
interactions organisations needed to have with the
company and making better use of the
relationships they had built up with some
stakeholders. The CCG also challenged the
company to extend the range of their stakeholder
contacts.

The need for a more strategic approach to
customer and stakeholder engagement became
obvious and the company commissioned experts
to help them to develop a strategy and process for

2.
A plan in which customers and
stakeholder views have been heard
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customer engagement. This resulted in their
Engagement Wheel, a model of engagement
which ensured a continuous cycle of dialogue with
customers and stakeholders. The wheel was used
across the business. We asked the company to
self-assess their work against the wheel as part of
the backdrop to our report. Their self-assessment
is at Annex 2.

Our advice resulted in better stakeholder
engagement and, in particular, much more
positive workshops toward the end of the process
than at the beginning. In addition, many more
stakeholders participated in both the final business
plan stakeholder workshops and particularly the
WRMP consultation, than had been the case in the
past. The latter was a target the company had set
itself, on the back of low levels of past
engagement.

Notwithstanding this improvement in stakeholder
engagement within the business plan process, the
CCG recently issued Advice Note 5 challenging
the company to develop a more strategic
approach to business as usual stakeholder
engagement by developing an integrated
stakeholder strategy (in the same way as they had
for customer engagement).

During the latter stages of the business plan work,
some issues emerged about the quality of
stakeholder engagement and relationship building
in the ordinary course of business, rather than
around the business planning process. The CCG
was supportive of the approach to stakeholder
engagement around the business plan itself when
special efforts were being made, but wider
stakeholder work was not receiving the same
quality of attention. In particular, some of the
bilateral engagement with statutory regulators
other than Ofwat had clearly been less satisfactory
and, as a result, some issues arose about the
assurances required by these regulators about the
content of the 2015-20 business plan.

As we go to press, the company are considering
how to address this issue as part of a wider
re-organisation of the business so they can handle
stakeholder engagement beyond this business
planning round, in a more integrated and strategic
way (see Advice Note 5).

Customer segments

The CCG challenged throughout the process on
the variety of customer views and the need to
ensure that differences or specific needs had been
identified and addressed in the plan. We
encouraged the company to increase their focus
on particular segments of the customer base, in
particular, young people (customers of the future),
harder to reach customers, those from the more
financially disadvantaged segments of the
population, business customers and wastewater
only customers. The Self-Assessment report shows
a great deal of work has gone on in these areas
and the CCG were confident that the interests of
different customers had been properly identified
and addressed. The peer reviewers confirmed this
view.

Southern Water already has a strong record on
issues relating to financially vulnerable customers.
In particular, the programmes of support delivered
around the UMP are recognised as good practice
by other utilities who have sought advice from
Southern Water in this particular area. More
recently the development work for a social tariff
has involved focused engagement with both
customers who would benefit and those who
would pay for it. Southern Water also worked with
specialist stakeholders in this area such as the
Citizens Advice Bureau. The CCG has welcomed
and encouraged this approach. Whilst it is
disappointing that the social tariff pilot has not yet
begun, we would note that Southern Water
engaged in this work well before the recent
statement by the Secretary of State on this issue.

Business customers were another group which
the CCG asked about. The company ensured it
had a particular focus on business customers to
understand their needs and wants. While there
were many similarities with the views of domestic
customers, business customers had a greater
sensitivity to bill rises. Wastewater only customers
are particularly significant in the South East region
where there is a large number of water only
companies who receive their wastewater service
from Southern Water6. This is an area in which the
CCG challenged strongly. We were delighted
therefore when in August 2012, Southern Water
organised a meeting between the South East
water companies. Historically, the companies had
collaborated on WRMP work but not on business
plan engagement. The collaboration involved
sharing both engagement plans and customers

6 Southern Water supplies drinking water to 2.4 million people but supplies wastewater services to almost 4.5 million people.
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responses. By sharing results with Portsmouth
Water and South East Water, Southern Water
ensured that 85 per cent of its overall customer
base was covered by the WtP work for both water
and wastewater services. Sharing the results of the
WtP survey ensured that all companies
understood what their customers were saying on
the full service provided. It became clear that
customers throughout the region had very similar
views.

The company commitment to understanding the
differences amongst its customers seems to be
deep. During the acceptability testing, even with
90 per cent acceptability, Southern Water worked
very hard to understand what drove the 10 per
cent who did not find the plan acceptable to say
this. Lack of trust and confidence and a demand
for more transparency in risk and reward were key
findings which have encouraged the company to
commit to much greater transparency and
accountability going forward.

Conclusions

The company has come a long way since we have
been working with it on both the strategic
statement and the business plan. Early on, we
challenged the way Southern Water carried out its
engagement work and the company adjusted
where it could and learned for the next steps.
What started as a series of separate pieces of
engagement work for different purposes
(including the WRMP, the wholesale business plan
and WtP, social tariff design, and on-going
customer feedback), became a joined up,
company-wide programme with an agreed
framework driving it forward. This included a
commitment to embedding the approach in the
day-to-day workings of the business.

We also challenged the company on the content
and approach to some key pieces of research. Our
primary challenges were around the link between
the different stages of research, trying to ensure
that what had been learnt previously always
formed the starting point for the next step, and, on
occasion, about the quality of the research process
itself. In the latter respect, we have particularly
offered advice about the reach of the research
programme and the ways in which the company
might access some harder to reach and more
vulnerable customers. We are pleased to say that
the company listened and responded
constructively.

Finally, we challenged the company to explain how
contact data and learning would be captured and
shared across the business and to show the part
online communication would play in engagement.
The company accepted the challenge and revised
its engagement strategy to encompass the full
range of activity.

Southern Water continues to learn and the CCG
welcomes the constructive way it has engaged
with us and in the way that it responded to our
advice. Southern Water’s engagement work
undoubtedly developed and improved over the
period. We think this is to be welcomed as a step
change from the past, that represents the
beginning of a change in the culture to create a
customer-centric business for the future.

This is what we have called the golden thread;
whether the final business plan for 2015-20 truly
reflects Southern Water’s customers’ priorities.
Customers and stakeholders have been very clear
and quite demanding. In particular, the strength of
feeling and demand for improvements in
efficiency, bathing water quality, environment and
water efficiency was perhaps unexpected, but
Southern Water has not shied away from what it
has been told and has set itself some challenging
targets in all these areas.

Given Southern Water’s history, we encouraged
the company not to wait to do things that could
be started in the current period, particularly in
relation to the Service Incentive Mechanism (SIM)
and customer services more generally.

The Golden Thread

The CCG challenged hard to ensure there was a
very transparent connection between the
evidence generated by the research and
engagement, to the business plan priorities – the
golden thread. We followed this link through the
research from the first to last round and then
through the business planning process from the
priorities that the research had identified, through
the sub priorities, to the promises and the
outcome delivery incentives (the ODI’s).

The CCG challenged Southern Water around the
way the sub-outcomes were connected with the

3. A plan that reflects customers’ priorities
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first draft of the ODIs. We sought to ensure that a)
ODIs were applied where customers and
stakeholders had attached high priority and b) that
ODIs should not apply until other customer and
stakeholder requirements had been met. The
company adjusted the ODIs in response to this
challenge (see criteria 8).

At times the thread was less than clear and we
asked to see the inner workings and evidence
from the engagement activity that got the
company from the initial research stage to the final
conclusions. It seems that sometimes the absence
of a clear golden thread was nothing more than a
simple matter of timing, with enormous pressure
to do the work quickly and not enough time to
evidence things properly.

We asked the company to tell us the basis on
which it was making its decisions and they
developed planning decision criteria as follows:

1. Is it a customer and stakeholder priority?
2. Is it achievable?
3. Dowe [SouthernWater] achieve

compliance with our statutory duties and
license conditions?

4. Is the proposal affordable and are
customers willing to pay for it?

5. Does it protect the services for future
generations?

We think the clarity of the framework for decision-
making and the primacy attached to customer
and stakeholder priorities will help to embed a
different way of thinking in the company.

However, we also argued that at the heart of the
lack of transparency was an important issue of
culture. Southern Water recognises that a big
change in culture is required throughout the
company to embed the progress they have made
so far in creating a much more customer-centric
business.

We understand that culture change takes time and
it is therefore not unexpected that the old culture
reappears from time to time. It will require a strong
and persistent culture change programme built
into the final business plan to ensure that the
changes we have seen are truly embedded
throughout the company.

The customer priorities

Southern Water’s customers and stakeholders
articulated six strategic priorities, which are
challenging and in some cases, unexpected. The
company has responded positively in our view:

1. Responsive customer service. Customer
service is an area in which Southern Water has
a significant journey to travel. The recent
Consumer Council for Water report shows the
work that still has to be done. However, recent
survey work by Ofwat and the company’s SIM
score so far this year shows that improvements
are being made now and that the company is
not waiting for the next business plan period to
begin to embrace the challenge and respond
better to customers needs.

2. A constant supply of high quality drinking
water. An unsurprising expectation from
customers and stakeholders which clearly has
customer and stakeholder support.

3. Removingwastewater effectively. Again, an
unsurprising expectation from customers and
stakeholders and an area in which we
challenged the company for particular focus,
because of the large number of wastewater
only customers serviced by Southern Water.

4. Looking after the environment. Customers
and stakeholders clearly understand the value
of the environment. The plan reflects this and
the ambitions around bathing waters and
integrated water management are welcomed.

5. Better information and advice. Another area
in which customers and stakeholders identified
a strong desire for more company effort, even
if the WtP work attached less financial value to
this area. This is another area in which the
company has begun to change in advance of
2015.

6. Affordable bills. This is an area in which the
company has led and we welcome the
company’s commitment to continue with this
work. However, we have challenged Southern
Water around bill increases and the impact of
inflation, particularly on those on very low
incomes.

Where differences emerged between findings, we
encouraged the company to explore and explain.
In particular, we challenged the company to
consider carefully the results of the customer
feedback around environmental benefits, where
responses were not completely aligned across
value for money, water resources and wider
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business planning survey work. We felt that the
company needed to square the differences, by
providing a final report that clarified and justified
the eventual priorities (This is Annex 1 of the
business plan).

The business plan is entirely built around these six
areas and reflects the priority which customers
and stakeholders attach to the areas of work. This
notwithstanding, we encouraged the company to
consider the need for it to articulate its top down
ambitions, not just to do what customers and
stakeholders ask, but also to shape a future for
water and wastewater services in the region.

Conclusions

Having worked alongside Southern Water for the
last two years, we are clear that the customer and
stakeholder research has identified a set of
challenging priorities to which the company has
responded. We are confident that the business
plan reflects customer and stakeholder priorities.

The CCG would, however, urge Southern Water to
go beyond the plan where it can, within the
resources available. Listening to customers and
stakeholders should not be used as an excuse not
to take responsibility and demonstrate true
leadership in exceeding customer expectations.

In Advice Note 3 we challenged the company to
re-craft the wholesale plan in a way that better
reflected the spirit of their approach to customers
and stakeholder priorities. The company took this
challenge on board and produced a revised plan
which was more closely linked to customer
priorities and the delivery of essential services.

The WtP research showed that Southern Water’s
customers expected essential water and
wastewater services to be delivered to at least the
current level, at no extra cost.

A key question for us, therefore, was whether the
company was seeking efficiencies and using
innovative techniques and technologies to deliver
at least the same quality of service for customers
at the same or lower costs. (See business plan
annexes on innovation and efficiency7). In the later
stages of our work, several of the CCG members

looked more closely at the detail of the water and
wastewater priorities to assure ourselves that there
would be no deterioration in service. We also
wanted to be sure there would be no perverse
incentives as a result of ODIs. Customers were
clear that they would not accept any deterioration
in service and the company has reflected this
position in its use of the ODIs. (See criteria 8 on
redress).

Customer service is also included in our definition
of essential services, since it is clear that
customers, in particular, consider these aspects of
service to be non-negotiable. This is an area where
the quality of the service delivered by Southern
Water must improve. The recent Consumer
Council for Water8 report showed a staggering
77 per cent increase in 2012-13 in the number of
written complaints received.

The retail business plan acknowledges that
Southern Water starts from a low base in relation
to customer service. It also describes the way the
company has sought to address these failings in
the current period. In particular, they have
improved responsiveness to customers in the
contact centre, improved the clarity and quality of
information available, supported those who are
particularly in need and extended the channels of
communication beyond the contact centre to
newer mediums of communications. The CCG
particularly welcomes the efforts the company has
made to catch up with others in the sector. This
work will require continued focus and attention
going forward, if success is to be achieved, but
there are already visible improvements for
customers.

Conclusions

Customers are unwilling to accept any
deterioration in essential services, whilst being
reluctant to pay more for these elements of
service in their bills. The customer priority and
subsequent company promises in this particular
area are clear and consistent with the message
customers are giving. It will be very important that
the company deliver on these essential aspects of
service alongside enhancing their offer in other
areas.

4. A plan that provides essential services

7 Efficiency – annex 6, Innovation – annex 11 Water service – responsive service, better information and advice, affordable bills and annex 16
Wastewater service – responsive service, better information and advice, affordable bills

8 http://www.ccwater.org.uk/upload/pdf/complaintreport1213.pdf
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The current financial climate and the recent high
profile political debates over energy and water bills
has meant that affordability has never been far
from the thoughts of the CCG .

We have, therefore, challenged in several areas to
ensure customers are getting what they need and
want at an affordable price. Firstly, we were
concerned to ensure that the business plan
reflected customer and stakeholder priorities; (see
criteria 3). Next we wanted to know that the
company was delivering services in an
economically efficient way (recent inter-company
comparisons show this is the case for both the
wholesale and the retail business) and making
efficiencies where it could using innovative
approaches where possible. We also wanted to
know that the balance of risks and costs between
customers and shareholders was appropriate (see
criteria 6). Finally, we needed to know that
customers who might still face difficulty in paying
would receive the support and help they needed.

We are clear that the business plan reflects the
priority areas of most value identified by
customers and stakeholders in both the research
and the WtP work. However, we have been
concerned about the cost of delivering the plan
and have challenged hard in all the areas
mentioned previously. Efficiency, innovation and
the balance of risk and reward are covered under
criteria 6.

We challenged the company on their consultation
proposal to set prices at existing cost plus inflation.
It seemed to us that this was an old formulation
for prices based on the way Ofwat had previously
managed the process. We asked the company to
deliver something that was both more transparent
and comprehensible to customers and to look
closely at whether they could reduce costs to
customers further. We challenged the company to
make absolutely clear the way that inflation could
contribute to bill increases beyond the company’s
control. We understand that inflation has a
significant impact on shareholders as well as
customers because so much of Southern Water’s
debt is inflation linked, but we nonetheless asked
the company to look carefully at what it could do
to reduce the impact of inflation on customers.

We have, therefore, welcomed the company’s post
consultation commitment to ensuring average bill
rises will be at just below the rate of inflation. This
represents both a significant departure from the
2010-15 period, where the bill increase has been
around seven percent above inflation and a move
away from the old price setting approach. We
hope that the company will continue to look for
ways in which savings can be passed on to
customers during the business plan period.

We were also concerned that the way in which the
proposed price was initially described, ‘no increase
before inflation’ was potentially misleading. The
company accepted the challenge and changed
the pricing message in the draft business plan to
make it clear that there would be bill increases at
the rate of inflation.

Inflationary increases are likely to be out of line
with trends in household income and will therefore
have a disproportionate effect on those on the
lowest incomes. This is why we have encouraged
the company to develop its practice in helping
those who find paying most difficult by extending
its schemes to help people manage payment of
their bills. We have also encouraged them to be
more proactive in the promotion of the surface
water drainage rebate and provide appropriate
budget payment plans. We also encouraged them
to seek further opportunities to work with other
agencies and partners, such as CAB and other
utilities.

Finally, we also welcome the work the company
has done on social tariffs and encourage them to
press on urgently with this work during 2014 to
ensure it is ready for the 2015-20 plan. The
company still needs to provide evidence of strong
customer support for a cross-subsidised social
tariff, but the results so far are encouraging.

Value formoney (Willingness to Pay -WtP)

The CCG asked Southern Water to be very clear
about the role of WtP work and its place in the
business planning process. We were especially
concerned to have a clear picture of the way the
WtP results would be integrated with other
engagement work. We also wanted confidence
that focus group participants were well informed
about WtP research and what it was intended to
achieve. We saw this as being particularly
important to deliver trust and confidence in the
process and the results.

5. A plan that is affordable
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We understand that WtP is an industry wide
practice for the purpose of planning for price
reviews. However, we have been concerned by the
inflexible nature of the industry standard research
method and the dominance of Accent as the
primary supplier of the entire WtP process. The
standard methodology seems better suited to
deliver cross industry benchmarks than address
different customers’ needs and wants. And, while a
single supplier of the WtP service makes
benchmarking across the industry easier, we are
not convinced that such dominance is in the
customers’ interest. Such standardisation seems to
be at odds with the increased emphasis on the
unique customer base of each company, in its
respective region and the proposed introduction
of competition in 2017. We would, therefore,
encourage Ofwat to consider whether there is a
need for more flexibility in the future.

Conclusions

It is clear that customers are prepared to pay for
this business plan. It is based on customer
priorities, with sound evidence of value for money
(willingness to pay) and excellent acceptability
testing results. However, some customers will find
the increases in bills challenging and this makes
the package of measures Southern Water propose
to introduce around low income customers
absolutely essential. We would also encourage the
company to continue its efforts to find efficiencies
and to share these with customers in the 2015-20
period.

The issue of sustainability was divided into three
particular areas: environment, innovation and,
finance.

Environmental sustainability

Customers and stakeholders gave Southern Water
a mandate to deliver a plan that is environmentally
sustainable, through the engagement process it
was apparent that customers and stakeholders
prioritised improving the water quality of bathing
waters, rivers and streams and water efficiency. As
a result, the final business plan presented to Ofwat
offers considerable ambition for the environment.
We applaud this because it demonstrates how
Southern Water has listened and responded to its
customers and stakeholders.

As well as the statutory environmental programme
(discussed under criteria 7), the company has
responded to customer priorities. Customers said
that clean beaches were a high priority - the
company has proposed a programme to ensure
seven more beaches meet ‘excellent’ bathing
water standards. Customers said that they wanted
more help to save water – the company is
proposing a large-scale water efficiency
programme (including visits to 10,000
households) to reduce consumption from 148 to
133 litres per person per day by 2020. Customers
said that they recognised the company’s wider
role in protecting the environment – the company
is proposing to reduce total water abstraction by
one per cent and pilot catchment management
schemes on the river Test and the river Yar to
deliver improvements in ecological and drinking
water quality at a lower cost than traditional
approaches. The CCG notes these plans. We would
also encourage the company to explore areas in
which they could go further and where there is
customer support, particularly in partnership
working. For example, 57 per cent of domestic
customers were keen for the company to go
further than the water efficiency measures set out
in the WRMP.

The final business plan submitted to Ofwat reflects
CCG advice on the need to ensure integration
between short and longer-term plans. In Advice
Note 2, we challenged the company to integrate
the WRMP with the business plan as much as
possible. We recognise the misalignment is not a
company fault, nevertheless, we do think that the
planning process, as well as the engagement work,
could be streamlined to create a better response
from customers and stakeholders. We also
participated in the WRMP consultation submitting
our own response to Defra on the areas we
thought should be the main focus (see Appendix
4). (The regulators represented on the CCG also
made their own contributions to the WRMP
process.) Southern Water took on board our
comments and we remain supportive of the spirit
of their work on the environment which is
acceptable to customers.

The company has a longer term ambition, as set
out in its Strategic Statement to “ensure all rivers
and streams meet the “good ecological status”, or
equivalent, by 2027”. The business plan includes
innovative plans for Integrated Water Cycle
Management in the Arun and Medway
catchments, which may reduce impacts at water

6. A plan that is sustainable
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treatment works and support 130 water bodies to
good ecological status. The challenge will be for
the company to measure progress in order to be
able to up-scale the approach. As well as making
links with longer term ambition, there is a need for
shorter term milestones to report progress to
customers. For example, we note that in the
looking after the environment section of the
business plan, that the company said that it would
“protect rivers, streams, beaches and coastal
waters etc from serious pollution incidents caused
by [its] operations by 2020”. We would suggest
that there should be immediate milestones so
customers can see year on year improvements.

We recognise that there is still some work in
progress on the environment. This is partly due to
uncertainty at this stage regarding the phasing of
the National Environment Programme and Water
Framework Directive (WFD) investigations
(particularly related to the impacts of abstraction),
and partly due to how far the company has come
(for example, the company acknowledges that the
promise to reduce abstraction by 1 per cent does
not fully cover its overall impact upon the local
environment and may therefore develop a more
wide ranging measure in future years).

The new approach set out in the plan to deliver
outcomes more sustainably, has been supported
by customers. We think that the company could
deliver more (for no additional cost to customers)
by building on its initial stakeholder engagement
to develop effective delivery partnerships. There is
real scope for potential partnership working,
particularly in the context of the Catchment Based
Approaches, for delivering water quality
improvements and customer education and
awareness on water efficiency and Fats, Oils and
Greases. In Advice Note 2 we emphasised a need
for Southern Water to lead in making partnerships
across a range of stakeholders including other
water companies, local government, industry and
agricultural bodies, building on its innovative
approach to the WRMP (as discussed), to fully
optimise the WRMP on a regional basis. We
returned to the theme of partnership building in
Advice Note 5.

The strong engagement process with customers
and stakeholders has set new expectations which
need to be managed and fulfilled. For example, we
note that the main issue stakeholders responded
to in the WRMP consultation was the river Itchen
sustainability reduction, an issue that was
expected to be resolved by the end of the current
business plan,. Managing stakeholder expectations
and maintaining communication on high profile
projects will be key to delivery of the plan.

Innovation

The company acknowledged that it could do
more for no extra cost if it was more innovative.
The CCG, therefore, challenged for a far greater
emphasis on research and development work and
a new approach to innovation. We made the point
that innovation does not have to mean inventing
new things, innovation can also be about adopting
technologies and other initiatives already in use in
other companies and other sectors, both in the UK
and further afield. We advised that building
capacity and capability in innovation would lay the
foundations for the future, putting Southern Water
in a much better position to emerge as a true
leader in the field of innovation for the 2020-25
period. We are, therefore, pleased to see the
business plan commit to the establishment of an
innovation team with increased spend in this area
from £1m in the current period to £15m for 2015-
20.

There are some good examples of innovative
schemes in the plan: the Integrated Water Cycle
Management approach to delivering statutory
objectives, the ‘blue deal’ to deliver water efficiency
to schools and businesses at no upfront costs
(paid for through savings on bills) and the
catchment management pilots to deliver
ecological outcomes through habitat
enhancement (instead of reducing abstraction).
We would encourage the company to continue to
explore opportunities for innovation in delivery of
the plan. For example, there is scope to explore
delivery of Sustainable Drainage Schemes in
partnership with local stakeholders, as part of the
sewerage system improvements that have not yet
been finalised.
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Financial sustainability

In the light of bad publicity within the industry, the
CCG challenged the company, and in particular
the shareholders, to be more open and
transparent around the financial and tax affairs of
the business. We discussed this directly with
shareholder representatives at our January and
November 2013 meetings. Following the first
meeting the company made significant changes in
transparency about the company structure in their
annual report. They have since committed to
extending this and delivering much more
transparent information for customers on risk and
reward and where the money customers pay goes
to. This was an issue that got strong support from
those customers who were least supportive of the
draft business plan, for whom trust and confidence
proved to be the key problem. We will continue to
encourage greater openness and transparency
around the financial structures and tax affairs of
the company.

Risk and reward has been a continuing and
evolving discussion between the CCG and
Southern Water throughout 2013. In January 2013
the main shareholders, JP Morgan and UBS, came
to our meeting to discuss the financial structures
of the business and make the case for their
interests as long-term pension shareholders being
similar to the interests of customers. Our
discussions were open and we valued the
opportunity to hear directly from the main
shareholders. We left a number of issues
outstanding and invited the shareholders to come
back to our final meeting before the submission of
this report.

The shareholders came back to our meeting in
November 2013 to explain how they intended to
make returns in the next business plan period. The
shareholders have said that, should the company
keep its promises, they will earn only a fair return
for their investment. They will only earn higher
returns if the company delivers over and above
what it has promised or if it delivers the plan for less.

It is clear from the customer research and
engagement that people understand the nature of
a private company and expect that shareholders
will make a reasonable profit. The key issue,
therefore, is whether the levels are ‘fair’. The CCG is
not the best body to answer this question but
given the high levels of acceptability of the overall
plan, the proposed levels of return appear, prima
facie, to be acceptable to customers.

We also challenged strongly on efficiency. We
called for efficiency targets to be set on the basis
of top down expectation as well as bottom up
assessment. We welcome the extensive work the
company did to establish industry benchmarks
combined with bottom up plans. We are, therefore,
pleased to see the original targets of £180m of
efficiency savings expanded to £189m.

A key outstanding issue is about how the
company gives customers and stakeholders
confidence in this area when the business plan is
implemented. We have, therefore, asked the
company to think about how it can communicate
about risk and reward in a way that is transparent
and clear for customers and stakeholders.

Conclusions

The company has done a lot to advance its
approach in all three areas during this planning
round – a new emphasis on the environment in
response to stakeholder and customer feedback,
some excellent examples of innovation and a real
commitment to financial transparency. However,
there is more of a journey to travel in all three
areas and we look forward to exploring in more
detail the way in which these themes develop at
Southern Water in advance of the business plan
implementation from April 2015.

Planning and preparation needs to begin now,
particularly on the stakeholder engagement,
innovation and R&D, to ensure that by April 2015,
Southern Water will be in a good place to begin
implementation and delivery.

In the final methodology statement, Ofwat asked
that the environmental and quality regulators, the
Drinking Water Inspectorate (the DWI), the
Environment Agency (the EA) and Natural
England, use this report as the mechanism to
inform Ofwat of their thoughts as to how well the
business plan meets Southern Water’s statutory
responsibilities. Owing to the particularly specific
nature of these matters. The environmental and
quality regulators’ reports have been included in
full at Annex 4, whilst the company’s own
statement is found in the Acceptability Criteria
report at Annex 1. In outline, their position is as
follows:

7.
A plan that delivers statutory
obligations
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Engagement with the regulators

The issue of statutory responsibilities proved
challenging for everyone. The statutory regulators
remit is restricted to the statutory elements of the
business plan. At times this created an
understandable tension with wider objectives for
the CCG as an advisory panel for the company. As
we discussed the fulfilment of statutory obligations
towards the end of the process it became clear
that there were some issues about the way the
company had engaged with the regulators outside
the CCG during the planning period. These issues
are clearly evidenced in the DWI’s report.

These discussions resulted in the issuing of Advice
Note 5. The CCG challenge was accepted by the
company and they have committed to a new
approach going forward in their response. Since
these problems emerged, the company has
engaged extensively with the regulators and their
final reports reflect this.

Despite the concerns around company
engagement with the individual regulators the
DWI, the EA and Natural England have welcomed
the serious and constructive way in which the
company has engaged with the CCG.

Regulatory compliance

The customer and stakeholder research makes it
clear that there is an expectation of regulatory
compliance. So, when the company’s draft plan
suggested that they would seek to maintain less
than 100 per cent compliance in two key areas,
the CCG made it clear we thought this
unacceptable. We understood the point Southern
Water made, that unforeseen circumstances may
make 100 per cent compliance difficult, but we did
not think it acceptable to aim for any less than full
compliance. The CCG was fully supportive
therefore of the DWI, the EA and Natural England
in challenging Southern Water in this area and we
are pleased that the company is now planning for
100 per cent compliance.

Natural England and the EA representatives have
regularly attended the CCG. As noted previously,
Annex 4 contains their final reports. These have
been written following dialogue with Southern
Water throughout the WRMP process including
the Statement of Response and the business
planning process up to the date on the relevant
correspondence. Natural England and the EA
expect to continue to work with the company on
some of the details, however, they do not

anticipate any material changes in their overall
response.

In the Environment Agency’s view, from the
information provided they understand that the
company is planning to meet its statutory
environmental requirements set out in Defra’s
Statement of Obligations, and they welcome
Southern Water’s commitment to meeting them.

Natural England is of a similar position.

The DWI states in its report that “obligations are
met overwhelmingly by the company making
sufficient provision for operational and
maintenance requirements in its business plan,
and by its use of those resources. These are
matters for the company to determine and deliver.
For its part, the DWI will continue to keep under
review, and report on, the performance of the
company in meeting its legal obligations. Statutory
powers are available to secure or facilitate
compliance, if necessary”.

Declined schemes

The DWI report highlights six nitrate schemes
which they have declined to support. We note that
this is because they have insufficient information
and that they will review the further information
supplied by the company in due course, but this
may not be before submission of the business
plan to Ofwat.

The WRMP consultation also discussed the nitrate
scheme proposals in detail and customers and
stakeholders were positive about them as a way to
maintain the quality of water in an efficient and
effective way. Whether the proposals are funded
through water quality or maintenance budgets is a
technicality to customers and stakeholders, which
means that from the CCG perspective, these
particular proposals are acceptable to customers.
The company has confirmed, as noted in the DWI
report, that where schemes have been rejected by
the DWI they will go ahead, but as part of the
general maintenance budget. The CCG welcomes
this decision.

Conclusions

The CCG is grateful for the assurances that the
regulators have given about statutory obligations
and is happy to confirm that in our view the
Southern Water business plan meets the
necessary requirements. We have, however, been
concerned at the nature of the day-to-day
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relationships with the regulators and we are
pleased that the company has recognised some
issues and agreed to address them in an
integrated stakeholder strategy.

Southern Water has made a number of promises
around redress to customers, both individually and
collectively. This provides a degree of reassurance
to customers about its promises to them.

The customer promises

In a market lacking competition, it is very
important that customers are clear what the
company will deliver for them and that they are
kept informed about delivery against these
expectations. We have therefore welcomed the
promises the company is making to customers
and the commitment to report annually on how
well the company performs. Given the company’s
performance in relation to complaints and the SIM,
it is essential that the company demonstrates it is
achieving continuous year-on-year improvement –
and if it is not, to explain quite clearly why this is
the case.

We also welcome the new priority on increased.
individual redress. Southern Water has made a
number of commitments in this area linked to its
customer charter which we encouraged and
which customers wish to see. (see section 3 of the
Business Plan).

A balanced plan – outcome delivery
incentives (ODIs)

When the company shared its draft proposals for
ODIs, we were concerned about several things,
particularly about whether the ODIs were all in
those areas in which customers wanted the
greatest investment and improvement, whether
the balance of risks and rewards was right
between the company and customers, and
whether the rewards might create perverse
incentives to focus on those areas to which they
applied.

The company responded positively. In particular
they adjusted the priorities which had incentives
attached to ensure these were consistently those
most prized by customers and stakeholders. They
also built the scale and balance of the rewards
around the results of the WtP research and

adjusted the balance between rewards.

On perverse incentives, the CCG was concerned
to ensure that, in addition to improving
performance in specified and high priority areas,
the company also delivered on the promises to
maintain current levels of service in those areas in
which customers and stakeholders had been clear
they would accept no deterioration. Examples
include drinking water quality and treatment
works compliance. The company accepted the
challenge and has agreed that rewards will be paid
only if there is no deterioration in the current
service levels identified in the promises.

Finally, we observed that we did not think an ODI
on leakage was appropriate for Southern Water
given their excellent record in this area and the
fact that it did not emerge as a customer and
stakeholder priority. We note that this is mandated
by Ofwat, but would argue that there are much
more important things for Southern Water to
deliver than further advances in leakage. We
encouraged them to set this ODI at a low level of
reward to reflect our disquiet.

Conclusions

The company’s Acceptability Criteria report
emphasises the importance of failing to deliver on
the customer promises and this is obviously
something that we welcome. The decision to
concentrate on fewer, high priority targets, should
ensure the company remains focused whilst
allowing the outcomes to be much clearer and
more transparent to customers and stakeholders.

We would, however, point out that this is a new
and innovative, but currently untested approach.
We hope, therefore, that Ofwat will monitor the
way the system works in the next period and
make any necessary adjustments.

8. A plan that provides appropriate redress
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Southern Water’s customers, being in the South
East of England, are keenly aware of the
importance of using water wisely. As a result, they
clearly supported work to spread awareness and
understanding of the way in which customers can
contribute to safeguarding water in the interests of
sustainability.

Customer awareness

We encouraged the company to grasp the
opportunities that this presented and expand
public awareness of the stress placed on water as
a resource, a need to build resilience and the role
that customers could play in the process. We very
much welcome therefore the stretching targets
they have set for demand reduction over the
business plan period.

We were particularly interested in the new work
Southern Water has been developing around a
social tariff, having seen at close range the way the
company had already helped vulnerable
customers and lower income groups in the
transition to metering. The CCG challenged the
company to remind customers of the potential of
water efficiency and the impact that it could have
on bills. The CCG also advised that closer
collaboration with the energy companies could be
useful in providing a more joined up approach to
helping those who are most in need. The
company advised that they were appointing a
water efficiency manager (now in place) and that
they would explore the idea of working more
closely with the energy companies as the CCG
advised.

Customers and stakeholders were keen to see the
company take a lead in other areas such as water
labelling. We are pleased to see, therefore, that the
company is the first to sign up to such a new
scheme.

Conclusions

We welcome the three-point approach which
Southern Water is taking to this work chiefly aimed
around:

1. Providing behavioural advice to
customers;

2. Improving general information available
for customers to access; and,

3. Continuing to increase the focus on
customer and stakeholder engagement.

Combined with additional work in targeting more
vulnerable customer groups, we see great
potential in the plan to create a much more
empowered customer base which can take far
greater control of its water use, with an
understanding of how this can impact their bills
and the local environment.

9.
A plan that provides for customer
education
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3.1 Our conclusions
Ofwat have asked CCGs to look at two specific
aspects of the company business plans:

1. The quality of SouthernWater’s customer
engagement; and,

2. Howwell SouthernWater’s proposed
outcomes, associated commitments and
delivery incentives reflect their customer
engagement, andwider consumers’ views
and priorities.9

We deal with these in turn below.

The quality of SouthernWater’s customer
engagement

Southern Water have had an extensive
programme of engagement with customers and
stakeholders using some innovative approaches.
They developed a thorough engagement strategy
which is now used across the organisation and
can provide confidence that the programme has
been robust. Customers and stakeholders
understood what they were being asked to do and
what the overall objectives of the engagement
were. All of this has been confirmed by the peer
review. The research and engagement provided
Southern Water with the guidance it needed to
shape its plan.

That is not to say we were always so optimistic of
success. As noted above in the Acceptability
Criteria and in the Advice Notes, we challenged
hard and believe we made a significant
contribution to the success of the programme.
Going forward it will be important that this new
strategic approach is continued in the work that
will need to be done to finalise and deliver the
business plan. We see no reason why this should
not know happen, but have recently advised
(Advice note 5) of the need for the company to
develop a stakeholder strategy to help them in this
work going forward. We look forward to working
with them on this in 2014.

Howwell SouthernWater’s proposed
outcomes, associated commitments and
delivery incentives reflect their customer
engagement, andwider consumers’ views
and priorities.

We have used our Acceptability Criteria, as the
way to explore this question and reach our
conclusions. The analysis is documented in The
Findings section of our report above. In summary,
we conclude that there is a strong and well
evidenced connection through the research and
engagement to the priorities and on into the sub
priorities, promises and incentives that are
proposed in the report. Establishing this golden
thread has been an important element of our
work and the challenges we have made. The very
strong results from the customer acceptability
testing (around 90 per cent), verified by peer
reviews, also add weight to our views.

The key challenge facing the company now is of
turning plans into delivery and so meeting the
expectations of customers and stakeholders. This
will ultimately rest upon the ability of the board
and the senior team to drive forward the culture
change programme to create a truly customer-
centric company.

Conclusions and
future challenges

9 http://ofwat.gov.uk/pricereview/pr14/pap_pos201307finalapproach.pdf p16
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Ofwat posed a number of subsidiary questions to
CCGs and we now summarise our views in these
areas:

1. Appropriateness. The longer-term strategy
and business plan is an appropriate response
to customers’ and stakeholders’ views (see
acceptability criteria 1-3).

2. Legal outcomes. The CCG is content that the
plan meets Southern Water’s statutory
obligations (see acceptability criteria 7) and in a
way which is acceptable to customers.
However, we would draw readers attention to
Annex 4 which contains the reports from the
respective regulators.

3. Innovative and sustainable. We have
concluded that the proposals in the business
plan are both innovative and sustainable and
will move Southern Water into a much stronger
position to deliver on the 25-year strategy.

4. Cost effective and phased. We challenged
hard on the pace and scale of delivery as well
as on the efficiency targets within the plan to
ensure that the views of all customer and
stakeholders on bills had been addressed.

5. Different customers have been considered.
The CCG has been particularly focused on
wastewater only customers, business
customers and vulnerable customers and we
are content that their interests have been
considered within the plan.

6. The final plan is acceptable to customers
Whilst we have challenged on many aspects of
the plan, we are now content that the final plan
is acceptable to customers.

3.2 The Next steps on the
journey

The CCG will continue to advise and challenge as
we move forward into 2014 and the conclude the
preparation for implementing the 2015-20
business plan.

As we await Ofwat's assessment of Southern
Water’s business plan, we have the following
additional messages for the Southern Water board
and Ofwat.

Messages for the board

Our key message to the board is “so far so good.”
Southern Water has embraced Ofwat's challenge
to take responsibility for its own future and focus
on meeting the needs of its customers and
stakeholders. But the delivery of the business plan
is not yet a done deal.

The culture change programme is key to success
and will require strong leadership and continued
renewal of purpose. In our experience, Southern
Water does best when it is kept on its toes so
progress monitoring at board level will be
essential. We look forward to working with the
company on plans for all this as the price setting
process progresses through 2014 into early 2015.

Southern Water has set itself ambitious goals for
the longer-term future and that will mean that the
board also need to keep the company focused on
the horizon, so it is prepared for 2020-25,
delivering on the 25-year plan.

Finally, Southern Water has been very self critical
of its performance in the past and rightly so, but
more recently, the CCG has found the company
has been underselling its achievements in those
areas in which it is leading such as metering, the
Green Doctors programme for vulnerable
customers and even the innovative approach it
has taken to establishing and working with the
CCG. There is a role for the board in encouraging
management and staff to be proud of the
company’s achievements where it gets things
right.
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Messages for Ofwat

Ofwat has asked us to identify the issues we think
they ought to probe. The key area from the CCG
perspective is around plans for delivery. As we
have sought to show in our report, we are
otherwise content with those aspects of the plan
that we have focused on.

Ofwat set four tests for assessing company
business plans as follow:

• Outcomes – we can give Ofwat strong
assurance in this area. This is the area in
which we have done most work and we are
confident that the plan addresses customer
and stakeholder priorities, including
balancing the needs of future and current
customers. We have argued that the plan
meets customer and stakeholder
expectations on the environment. Finally we
are clear that the incentives in the plan are in
those areas that customers and stakeholders
most value.

• Costs – we have not explored the detail of
the cost of delivering the business plan; this
was never our role. We have, however,
challenged hard on efficiency and are
content in this area.

• Risk and reward – again this has not been
the primary focus of our work, but we have
explored the balance of customer and
shareholder interests and, in so far as we
have done so, we think the balance is
acceptable. We have particularly challenged
on the need for more transparency in this
area and the company has responded
positively, although the detail is for the next
period.

• Affordability and financeability – we have
not assessed the latter, but we have looked
closely at affordability and are content that
the company has plans for a strong
programme of measures around affordability.

We encourage Ofwat to work in partnership with
the other regulators and Defra to try to align the
various planning and consultation plans in the
water context. Ultimately, all these programmes
need to be funded and the customer will,
therefore, pay. Companies would be able to
develop more coherent and integrated strategies if
these reviews were more closely aligned.

Finally, in adopting this new process for business
planning, Ofwat have sought to encourage the
water industry to take a much more customer
centric view of the world and asked boards to
show leadership in strategic direction and
business planning. We have seen both happening
at Southern Water and are convinced that as a
result the business plan is more focused on
customer and stakeholder priorities.
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